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This month’s meeting

September Program is the 2X4 Challenge  
Seven people signed up to bring their projects  
for the 2X4 Challenge judging on September 25th.  
We have three judges. They will award a gold, a  
silver and a bronze trophy for first second and  
third. Everyone who participates will get a  
trophy.  
After the judging each participant will tell about  
their entry.  
Looking ahead to October  
Saturday October 20 our Big Tool Store show  
and demonstration.  
A number of you signed up to bring items to  
show that day. We need more.  
Three people signed up to do demonstrations  
during the day. These are short, maybe 10  
minute, demonstrations. And perhaps give the  
demonstration two or three times. At the  
September meeting those giving demonstrations  
will sign up for times. We need more  
demonstrators.  
We will need help early on Saturday morning to  
set up the tent, put up our sigh and set up tables.  
We will also need two or three members to  
watch and give out information about the Guild  
during the day.  
Tuesday October 23 Jerry Carpenter will present  
a program on how to make rough hewn table  
legs.  
For information or questions contact Bill  
Tumbleson or John Rhoads

John Rhoads

From The President’s Corner –  

Inspiration

Or lack thereof

Several members are bringing projects made  
from 2 x 4's or the equivalent board feet of  
lumber for our 2 x 4 contest. The results may  
range from the simple to the complex from the  
functional to fantasy. The imaginations of our  
members will be the only limiting factor.

I have made a few projects this year but my  
imagination drew a blank for this contest. Not  
the first time I have found only blanks when  
searching through the collection of brain cells
that make up my mind. Fortunately the Guild is made up of many members and not reliant on any one person.

The Guild provides many opportunities to share your skills and knowledge and I hope to see many of you demonstrating your work and techniques when the light bulb goes on and you say to yourself, "I can do that".

Bill Tumbleson

Minutes

Sunflower WoodWorkers Minutes August 28th, 2012
Visitors: Jim Swisher who likes to make furniture. From Boeing

Christopher Lucas works at Woodard Merchantile in Maize

JOHN RHOADES REMINDED US OF THE 2 X 4 PROJECT---due this September

Jerry Carpenter noted the BIG TOOL STORE sale and Sunflowers Guild will be there OCTOBER 20, Saturday from 8:30AM until 2PM.

David Fowler noted the Hand Saw project and plans for another 'session'--great success and results

Burt's Barn is now open again!!--usually the Saturday after the guild meeting.

Les Hastings noted the KC Guild has an all day --9AM--5PM presentation of Museum furniture, the makers, periods---on Oct 20th

Members question about a membership list with name, phone numbers, email--discussed privacy issues and how we might get that information to those that need or want.

SHOW AND TELL

Terry Powell brought and discussed making 'mountain dulcimers', picture frames, etc--he played one also!!
John Rhoades brought and noted THE WOOKBOOK from TASCHEN press--large, but great reference!

Kathryn Vernon has for sale some over 25 years old KOA wood, Brazilian rosewood

Bill Tumbleson brought another useful jig--this one is for joints

David Fowler noted the hand cut dovetail saw project and a great small saw made for his son!!

Sorry, I do not have the name of this scroll saw project's creator

Program
John Saranko--scroll saw local artist and guild member--gave a great short presentation with
discussions of the five types of blades, where to purchase and quantity, wood preparation, speed, common beginner mistakes, use of spray adhesive and many tricks he has learned over the years.

We all were able to try our fingers and hands with 5 saw stations set up and patterns to cut out. Very useful and good start!!!
SHOW YOUR SKILL.

We will display your projects at the Big Tool Store on October 20th.
We would like for YOU to demonstrate your woodworking skill.

j.rhoads@cox.net

Classified Ads

Members with woodworking related objects for sale are encouraged to place free ads here. Please forward items to the editor for inclusion.

A jointer, starting price is $700.00
This is manufactured by Crescent Tool Company. It has adjustable infeed and outfeed tables, indexing fence that adjusts to 45 degree angle. It has an almost new Baldor 3/4 horse single phase motor set to run on 120 volts and has a 4 blade head with what appears to be ball bearings not tapered bearings.
Please call or text Craig White at 316-239-4816 if interested or email: ctwhite6208@att.net
Tool Sale for guild members. Burt Unruh was contacted about these tools and arranged to have a “garage sale” for our members. The location of the sale is 1511 Burns (a couple of blocks west of North High School). The Sale will be Saturday, September 29 from 9:00 AM to 10:00 PM. Here are pictures of some of the tools. There is also a quantity of miscellaneous wood and a workbench.
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The Sunflower Woodworkers’ Guild of Wichita Kansas publishes the Knot Hole newsletter monthly. Deadline for articles and information is the 2nd Monday of each month. Mailing date is the 3rd week of each month. Permission to reprint original material is granted to other woodworking groups, providing proper credit is given. Articles attributed to publications other than the Knot Hole Newsletter should be used only with permission from that particular publication. Send articles, photos and information to: Jerry Keen 811 Norman Wichita, KS 67212 E-mail jmkeen118@gmail.com

SPONSORS

4340 S West Street
Wichita, KS 67217
www.aBox4u.net

And many other fine woodworking tools and supplies is proud to be a sponsor of the Sunflower Woodworkers Guild.
Sunflower Woodworkers Guild membership is voluntary. Our paid dues list are consolidated after the June meeting, eliminating from that list all those who have not paid their ’11 dues. This list determines who gets the Knothole. New and previous members will need to submit new applications when joining.

Newsletter of the Sunflower Woodworkers Guild
811 Norman
Wichita, Kansas 67212